We obtain the global existence and uniqueness result for a one-dimensional backward stochastic Riccati equation, whose generator contains a quadratic term of L (the second unknown component). This solves the one-dimensional case of Bismut-Peng's problem which w as initially proposed by Bismut (1978) in the Springer yellow book LNM 649. We use an approximation technique by constructing a sequence of monotone generators and then passing to the limit. We m a k e full use of the special structure of the underlying Riccati equation. The singular case is also discussed. Finally, the above results are applied to solve the mean-variance hedging problem with stochastic market conditions.
F t is the completion, by the totality N of all null sets of F, of the natural ltration fF w t g generated by w. Denote by fF 2 t 0 t Tg the P-augmented natural ltration generated by the (d ; d 0 )-dimensional Brownian motion (w d 0 +1 : : : w d ). Assume that all the coe cients A B C i D i are F t -progressively measurable bounded matrix-valued processes, de ned on 0 T ] of dimensions n n n m n n n m respectively.
Also assume that M is an F T -measurable, nonnegative, and bounded n n random matrix. Assume that Q and N are F t -progressively measurable, bounded, nonnegative and uniformly positive n n matrix processes, respectively.
Consider the following backward stochastic Riccati di erential equation ( 
L i dw i 0 t < T K(T) = M: (1) When the coe cients A B C i D i Q N M are all deterministic, then L 1 = = L d = 0 and the BSRDE (1) reduces to the following ordinary nonlinear matrix di erential equation: 8 > > > > > > > > > < > > > > > > > > > :
L i D i ) ] dt 0 t < T K(T) = M (2) which w as completely solved by W onham 36] by applying Bellman's quasilinear principle and a monotone convergence approach. Bismut 2, 3] initially studied the case of random coe cients, but he solved only some special simple cases. He always assumed that the randomness of the coe cients only comes from a smaller ltration fF 2 t g, which leads to L 1 = = L d 0 = 0 . He further assumed in his paper 2] that C d 0 +1 = = C d = 0 D d 0 +1 = = D d = 0 (3) under which the BSRDE (1) becomes the following one: 
L i dw i 0 t < T K(T) = M (4) and the generator does not involve L at all. In his work 3] he assumed that D d 0 +1 = = D d = 0 (5) under which the BSRDE (1) becomes the following one 8 > > > > > > > > > > > > > < > > > > > > > > > > > > > :
L i dw i 0 t < T K(T) = M (6) and the generator depends on the second unknown variable (L d 0 +1 : : : L d ) in a linear way. Moreover his method was rather complicated. Later, Peng 27 ] g a ve a nice treatment on the proof of existence and uniqueness for the BSRDE (6) , by using Bellman's quasilinear principle and a method of monotone convergence|a generalization of Wonham's approach to the random situation.
As early as in 1978, Bismut 3] commented on page 220 that:"Nous ne pourrons pas d emontrer l'existence de solution pourl' equation (2.49) dans le cas g en eral." (We could not prove the existence of solution for equation (2.49 ) for the general case.) On page 238, he pointed out that the essential di culty for solution of the general BSRDE (1) lies in the integrand of the martingale term which appears in the generator in a quadratic way. Two decades later in 1998, Peng 30] included the above problem in his list of open problems on BSDEs.
In this paper, we prove the global existence and uniqueness result for the onedimensional case of BSRDE (1), that is 8 > > < > > :
The arguments given here are based on the following new observation that F(t K L) 0 8K 2 R 8L 2 R d 0 t T : (9) We make full use of this special structure for BSRDE (7) . We apply an approximation technique, which is inspired by the works of Kobylanski 16] and Lepeltier and San Martin 20, 21] .
Consider then the case where the control weight matrix N reduces to zero. Kohlmann and Zhou 18] discussed such a case. However, their context is rather restricted, as they make the following assumptions: (a) all the coe cients involved are deterministic (b) C 1 = = C d = 0 D 1 = = D d = I m m and M = I (c) A + A BB . Their arguments are based on a result of Chen, Li and Zhou 4]. Kohlmann and Tang 17] considered a general framework along those analogues of Bismut 3] and Peng 27] , which has the following features: (a) the coe cients A B C D N Q Mare allowed to be random, but are only F 2 t -progressively measurable processes or F 2 T -measurable random variable (b) the assumptions in Kohlmann and Zhou 18] are dispensed with or generalised (c) the condition (5) is assumed to be satis ed. Kohlmann and Tang 17] obtained a general result and generalised Bismut's previous result on existence and uniqueness of a solution of BSRDE (6) to the singular case under the following additional two assumptions:
D i D i (t) "I: (10) In this paper the existence and uniqueness result is also obtained for the singular case N = 0 under the assumption (10), but for a more general framework of the following features: the coe cients A B C D N Q M are allowed to beF t -progressively measurable processes or F T -measurable random variable, and the coe cient D is not necessarily zero.
The BSRDE (1) arises from solution of the optimal control problem inf u( )2L 2 F (0 T R m ) J(u 0 x ) (11) where for t 2 0 T ] and x 2 R n , J(u t x) : = E Ft Z T t (N u u ) + ( QX t x u X t x u )] ds + ( M X t x u (T ) X t x u (T ))] (12) and X t x u ( ) solves the following stochastic di erential equation
The following connection is well known: if the BSRDE (1) has a solution (K L), the solution for the above linear-quadratic optimal control problem (LQ problem in short) has the following closed form (also called the feedback form):
and the associated value function V is the following quadratic form V (t x) : =inf u2L 2 F (t T R m ) J(u t x) = ( K(t)x x) 0 t T x2 R n : (15) In this way, on the one hand, the solution of the above L Q problem is reduced to solving the BSRDE (1). On the other hand, the formula (15) actually provides a representation| of Feynman-Kac type| for the solution of BSRDE (1) . The reader will see that the proofs given here for Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 depend heavily on this kind of representation. As an application of the above results, the mean-variance hedging problem with random market conditions is considered. The mean-variance hedging problem was initially introduced by F ollmer and Sondermann 9], and later widely studied by Du e and Richardson 7], F ollmer and Schweizer 10], Schweizer 32, 33, 34] , Hipp 14] , Monat and Stricker 23], Pham, Rheinl ander and Schweizer 31], Gourieroux, Laurent and Pham 12] , and Laurent and Pham 19] . All of these works are based on a projection argument. Recently, Kohlmann and Zhou 18] used a natural LQ theory approach to solve the case of deterministic market conditions. Kohlmann and Tang (10) used a natural LQ theory approach t o s o l v e the case of stochastic market conditions, but the market conditions are only allowed to involve a smaller ltration fF 2 t g. In this paper, the case of random market conditions is completely solved by using the above results, and the optimal hedging portfolio and the variance-optimal martingale measure are characterized by the solution of the associated BSRDE. The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 contains a list of notations and the statement of the main results which consist of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2. In Sections 3 and 4 the proofs of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 are given respectively. Section 5 provides a straightforward application of the main results to the regular and singular stochastic LQ problems. Section 6 presents an application to solution of the mean-variance hedging problem in nance.
Notation and the Main Results: Global Existence and Uniqueness
Notation. Throughout this paper, the following additional notation will be used: bounded stochastic processes f on 0 T ], endowed with the norm ess sup t ! jf(t)j for a given Euclidean space H L 2 ( F P H) : the Banach space of H-valued norm-square-integrable random variables on the probability space ( F P ) for a given Banach space H and L 1 ( F P C( 0 T ] R n )) is the Banach space of C( 0 T ] R n )-valued, essentially maximum-norm-bounded random variables f on the probability space ( F P ), endowed with the norm ess sup !2 max 0 t T jf(t !)j.
The main results of this paper are stated by the following two theorems. This section gives the proof of Theorem 2.1.
Construction of a sequence of decreasing uniformly Lipschitz generators
De ne for j = 0 1 : : : F j (t K L) : = sup K2R L 2R d h F(t K L ) ; jjK ;Kj ; jjL ;Lj i 8K 2 R L 2 R d : (18) Then, we have the following assertions. (i) The quadratic growth in (K L): there is a deterministic positive constant " 0 which is independent o f j, s u c h that for each j = 0 1 : : : , jF j (t K L)j " 0 (1 + jKj 2 + jLj 2 ) 8(t K L) 2 0 T ] R R d . (ii)Monotonicity in j: fF j j = 0 1 : : : g is decreasingly convergent to F, t h a t i s
The uniform Lipschitz property: for each j = 0 1 : : : , F j is uniformly Lipschitz in (K L). (iv) The strong convergence: if lim j!1 K j = K and lim j!1 L j = L then lim j!1 F j (t K j L j ) = F(t K L): The proof of these four assertions is an easy adaptation to that of Lepeltier and San Martin 20] . Note that F 0 (t K L) 0:
Then consider the following approximating backward stochastic di erential equation (BSDE in short) 8 > > < > > :
The generator of the BSDE (21) is given by
In the following, we state Pardoux and Peng's fundamental result on the existence and uniqueness of a nonlinear BSDE under the assumption of uniform Lipschitz on the generator. The reader is referred to Pardoux and Peng 24] for details of the proof. Lemma 3.1. (Pardoux and Peng (1990) ) Assume that 2 L 2 ( F T P ) and the real valued function f de ned on 0 T ] R R d satis es the following conditions:
(1) The stochastic process f( y z ) is F t -adapted for each xed pair (y z) (2) 
uniformly Lipschitz, i:e: there is a constant > 0 such that jf(t y 1 z 1 ) ; f(t y 2 z 2 )j (jy 1 ; y 2 j + jz 1 ; z 2 j) 8(y i z i ) 2 R d+1 i = 1 2 and (3) f( 0 0) 2 L 2 F (0 T ): Then, the following BSDE 
has a unique solution (y z) with y 2 L 2 F (0 T )\L 2 ( F P C 0 T ]) and z 2 L 2 F (0 T R d ):
The next lemma states a comparison result due to Peng 29] . Lemma 3.2. ) Suppose that (f i i ) i = 1 2 satisfy the assumptions made in Lemma 3.1 for (f ). Assume that f 1 (t y z) f 2 (t y z) 8(y z) 2 R R d 1 2 :
Let (y i z i ) i = 1 2 denote the solutions of BSDE (23) with (f ) being replaced with (f i i ) i = 1 2 respectively. Then, the following holds: y 1 (t) y 2 (t) a:s:a:e: By applying Lemma 3.1, we see that for each j = 0 1 : : : the BSDE (21) has a unique F t -adapted global solution, denoted by ( K j L j ). In view of the comparison result Lemma 3.2, we obtain K 0 K 1 K j K j+1 a:s:a:e: (24) 3. 
Since K j (T ) = M + 1 j+1 > 0 a:s: we have j < T a:s: (26) We assert that j = ;1 i:e: K j (t) > 0 a:s:8t 2 0 T ]:
For this purpose, de ne jl := T^inf ft 2 0 T ] : Z t 0 jL j j 2 ds lg: (28) Since L j 2 L 2 F (0 T R d ), we see that Z T 0 jL j j 2 ds < 1 a:s: lim l!1 jl = T a:s:
De ne the following feedback control
Applying the existence and uniqueness result of Gal'Chuk 11], the stochastic equation has a unique solution X t x u j corresponding to the above feedback control starting from arbitrary initial data (t x). It is easily seen that X t_ j 1 u j is well de ned on the stochastic time interval t _ j jl ] for l = 1 2 : : : . Using Itô's formula, we can check out that K j (0 _ j )
Nju j j 2 ds: (30) Letting l ! 1 and passing to the limit, we get
The last inequality implies that j < 0 a : s : , i:e: j = ;1.
The uniform boundedness of (K j L j )
First we prove the following fact. Proposition 3.2. K 0 has the following Feynman-Kac representation: K 0 (t) = E Ft Z T t QjX t 1 0 j 2 ds + ( M + 1 ) jX t 1 0 (T )j 2 ] 0 t T : (32) It is uniformly bounded.
Proof of Proposition 3.2.
The rst assertion results from computing jK 0 X t 1 0 j 2 (s) with Itô's formula. The second assertion is obtained by applying Theorem 2.1 of Peng 27] . The uniform boundedness of (K j L j ) i s stated by 
where 0 is a positive constant and is independent of j.
Proof of Proposition 3.3. The uniform boundedness of K j is obvious from the following inequality K 0 (t) K j (t) 0 0 t T and Proposition 3.2. We s h o w the uniform boundedness for L j in the following.
In view of the BSDE (21), using Itô's formula to compute jK j j 2 (t), we get
Taking expectation on both sides, we have
Our new observation is that
(since K j 0 and F j 0) and so the following straightforward calculations hold: Proof of Proposition 3.4 Since the sequence fK j j = 0 1 : : : g is decreasing and uniformly bounded, we have by the dominated convergence theorem of Lebesgue: lim l r!1 E Z T 0 jK l ; K r j 2 ds = 0 :
Since L j is bounded in L 2 F (0 T R d ), assume without loss of generality t h a t as j ! 1, L j ! L weakly in L 2 F (0 T R d ) for some L 2 L 2 F (0 T R d ). We also assume that l < r : Set K lr := K l ; K r L lr := L l ; L r K l1 := K l ; K L l1 := L l ; L:
We have ( dK lr = ; aK lr + ( c L lr ) + F l (t K l L l ) ; F r (t K r L r )] dt + ( L lr dw)
We now use a technique developed by Kobylanski 16 ] (see also Lepeltier we have that the term s 1 2 00 (K lr ) ; 3 0 (K lr ) converges strongly to s 1 2 00 (K l1 ) ; 3 0 (K l1 ) as r ! 1 , and it is uniformly bounded in view of Proposition 3.3. Therefore, 
Since ( 1 2 00 ; 6 0 )(K l1 ) = 6
we h a ve b y passing to the limit l ! 1 and applying the dominated convergence theorem of Lebesgue the following lim l!1 E Z T 0 jL l1 j 2 ds = 0 :
At this stage, we can show that almost surely K j converges to K uniformly in t. The proof is standard, and the reader is referred to Lepeltier and San Martin 20] for details.
With the uniform convergence in the time variable t of K j and the strong convergence of L j , we can pass to the limit by letting j ! 1 in the BSDE (21), and conclude that the limit (K L) is a solution.
A Feynman-Kac representation result and the uniqueness
Consider the optimal control problem
where for t 2 0 T ] and x 2 R,
and X t x u ( ) solves the following stochastic di erential equation
The associated value function is de ned as V (t x) : =inf u2L 2 F (t T R m ) J(u t x) 0 t T x2 R:
The following connection is straightforward. Proposition 3.5. Let (K L) be an F t -adapted solution of the BSRDE (7) with K 2 L 1 F (0 T R + )\L 1 ( F T P C( 0 T ] R + )) and L 2 L 2 F (0 T R d ). Then, the solution for the LQ problem P 0 has the following closed form (also called the feedback form):
and the associated value function V is the following quadratic form V (t x) = K(t)x 2 :
Remark 3.1. Although the proof of Proposition 3.5 is straightforward (use Itô's formula to do some calculations), we need to be careful about the solution of the optimal closed system: the coe cients of the closed system corresponding to the feedback control (55) involve the quantity L and might n o t bebounded. The reader is referred to Gal'chuk 11] for a rigorous argument o n this respect. Using Proposition 3.5, we get the representation of K (as the rst part of solution of BSRDE (7)) as K(t) = V (t 1) = inf u2L 2 F (t T R m ) E Ft MjX t 1 u (T )j 2 + Z T t (Njuj 2 + QjX t 1 u j 2 ) ds] 0 t T :
The uniqueness is a consequence of the representation result. In fact, assume that (K L) and ( f K e L) are two F t -adapted solutions of the BSRDE (7) with K f K 2 L 1 F (0 T R + ) \ L 1 ( F T P C( 0 T ] R + )) and L e L 2 L 2 F (0 T R d ). Then, we have 8 > > < > > :
Here, we use the notation: K:= K ; f K L i := L i ; e L i F:= F( K L ) ; F( f K e L):
Applying Itô's formula, we have
Noting that K and f K has the same representation (57), we have K= 0: Putting this equality i n to (59), we have E Z T 0 j Lj 2 ds = 0 :
This implies that L = e L:
A remark
Theorem 2.1 can also beproved by nontrivially employing the result of Kobylanski 16 ]. However, the proof given here avoids doing an exponential transformation of the unknown variable of the BSDE under discussion, instead it makes full use of the special structure of the stochastic Riccati equation. Therefore we preferred this approach.
The Proof of Theorem 2.2
This section gives the proof of Theorem 2.2. The regular approximation method proposed by Kohlmann and Tang 17] is adapted to the present case.
We begin with the citation of an a priori estimate for X t x u , which was established by Kohlmann and Tang 17]. 
The value function of the problem P is denoted by V (t x): The relationship between the original problem P 0 and the approximating problem P is given in the next lemma. Lemma 4.3. Assume that the conditions (16) and (17) are satis ed. Then, for xed x 2 R, as ! 0+, V (t x) converges in a decreasing way to V (t x) strongly both in L 1 F (0 T R) and in L 1 ( F T P C( 0 T ] R)):
Proof of Lemma 4.3. It is obvious that V (t x) is decreasing in :
Denote by b u the optimal control of the original problem, i.e. V (t x) = J(b u t x). Then,
It is easy to show that there is a constant 1 > 0 s u c h that J(0 t x) j xj 2 exp ( 1 (T ; t)): Proof First, we show that fL g is bounded in L 2 F (0 T R d ). The arguments are similar to those in Section 3. Use Itô's formula to compute jK (t)j 2 . Then since K F( K L ) 0 it can be left out in our estimation. The remainder is standard to show that fL g is bounded in L 2 F (0 T R d ).
Now we return to show that fL g is a Cauchy sequence in L 2 F (0 T R d ). For this purpose, use Itô's formula to compute jK (t) ; K (t)j 2 . We get the following EjK ; K j 2 (t) + E Z T t jL ; L j 2 ds = 2E Z T t (K ; K ) a(K ; K ) + ( c L ; L ) + F(s K L ) ; F(s K L )] ds:
Since K is uniformly bounded and uniformly positive (in view of Lemma 4.2) and L is uniforly bounded, we have that the right hand side of the last equality is less than the term kK ; K k L 1 F (0 T R) times the integral 2E Z T 0 jajjK ; K j + jcjjL ; L j + jF(s K L )j + jF(s K L )j] ds which is bounded uniformly in ( ) (more precisely, it is less than a positive constant times the term (1 + kK k 2 L 1 F + kK k 2 L 1 F + kL k 2 L 2 F + kL k 2 L 2 F )). While lim !0+ kK ; K k L 1 F (0 T R) = 0 we then have the desired result.
Proof of Theorem 2.2 Let L bethe strong limit in L 2 F (0 T R d ) of the Cauchy sequence fL g. Lemma 4.4 shows that K uniformly converges to K. Moreover, K 2 L 1 F (0 T R + ) \ L 1 ( F T P C( 0 T ] R + )) is uniformly positive. Therefore, it is meaningful to take the limit in the approximating BSRDEs (68) by letting ! 0. As a result, (K L) is shown to be an F t -adapted solution to the BSRDE (7) .
The proof of the uniqueness assertion is similar as in the proof of Theorem 2.1, and is omitted here.
Application to the Stochastic LQ Problem
Consider the one-dimensional non-homogeneous stochastic LQ problem.
Assume that 2 L 2 ( F T P ) q f g2 L 2 F (0 T R):
Consider the optimal control problem (denoted by P 0 ): 
where (K L) i s t h e unique F t -adapted solution of the BSRDE (7) . The following can be veri ed by a p u r e completion of squares.
Theorem 5.1 Suppose that the assumptions of Theorem 2.1 or Theorem 2.2 are satis ed. Let (K L) be the unique F t -adapted solution of BSRDE (7) . Then, the optimal control b u for the non-homogeneous stochastic LQ problem P 0 exists uniquely and has the following feedback law b u = ;
The value function V (t x) (t x) 2 0 T ] R has the following explicit formula V (t x) = K(t)x 2 ; 2 (t)x + V 0 (t) (t x) 2 0 T ] R 
This completes the proof.
Application to the Mean-Variance Hedging Problem
In this section, we consider the mean-variance hedging problem when asset prices follow Itô's processes in an incomplete market framework. The market conditions are allowed to be random, but are assumed to be uniformly bounded which implies by Novikov's condition that there is an equivalent martingale measure. It will be shown that the mean-variance hedging problem in nance of this context is a special case of the linear quadratic optimal stochastic control problem discussed in Section 5, and therefore can be solved completely, b y using the above results. and m risky assets (the stocks) dS(t) = d i a g (S(t))( (t) dt + (t) dW(t)) 0 t T : (94) Here W = ( w 1 : : : w d ) is a d-dimensional standard Brownian motion de ned on a complete probability space ( F P ), and fF t 0 t Tg is the P-augmentation of the natural ltration generated by the d-dimensional Brownian motion W. Assume that the instantaneous interest rate r, the m-dimensional appreciation vector process and the volatility m d matrix process are progressively measurable with respect to fF t 0 t Tg.
The nancial market model
For simplicity of exposing the main ideas, assume that they are uniformly bounded and there exists a positive constant " such that (t) "I m m 0 t T a : s : (95) The risk premium process is given by (t) = ( ) ;1 e (t) 0 t T (96) where e m = ( 1 : : : 1) 2 R m and e := ; re m :
Formulation of the problem
For any x 2 R and 2 L 2 F (0 T R m ), de ne the self-nanced wealth process X with initial capital x and with quantity invested in the risky asset S by ( The problem P 0 x ( ) is the so-called mean-variance hedging problem in mathematical nance. It is a one-dimensional singular stochastic LQ problem P 0 . In the next subsection, Theorem 5.1 will be used to give a complete solution of the mean-variance hedging problem P 0 x ( ).
A general case of random market conditions: a complete solution
For the case of the mean-variance hedging problem, we have A(t) = r(t) B(t) = e (t) C i (t) = 0 D i (t) = i i = 1 : : : d u(t) = (t)
where i is the i-th column of the volatility matrix . The associated Riccati equation is a non-linear singular BSDE: dK = ; 2rK; (e K + P d i=1 L i i )(K ) ;1 (K e + P d i=1 L i i )] dt + P d i=1 L i dw i = ; (2r ; j j 2 )K ; 2( L) ; K ;1 L ( ) ;1 L] dt + ( L dW) 0 t < T K(T) = 1 : (99) Let ( ) i s the F t -adapted solution of the following BSDE d = ;f r ; j j 2 ; ( K ;1 L)] ; P d i=1 i + K ;1 i ( ) ;1 L] i g dt + P d i=1 i dw i = ;f r ; j j 2 ; ( K ;1 L)] ; ( + K ;1 ( ) ;1 L )g dt + ( dW) where := ( 1 : : : n ) : So, the approximate price p(t) a t t i m e t for the contingent claim is given by p(t) = K ;1 (t) (t):
The above solution need not introduce the additional concepts of the so-called hedging numeraire and variance-optimal martingale measure, and therefore is simpler than that of Gourieroux et al 12] , and Laurent and Pham 19] . To be connected to the latter, the optimal hedging portfolio (101) is rewritten as = ;( ) ;1 (e + e L)(X ; e ) ; e ]:
Here, e L := LK ;1 e := K ;1 e := K ;1 ; L K ;2 :
(105) and the pair ( e e ) solves the following BSDE: ( d e = fr e + ( e e )g dt + ( e dW) 0 t < T e (T ) = (106) with e := ; I ; ( ) ;1 ]LK ;1 :
The process e is just the approximate price process, and the BSDE (106) is the approximate pricing equation. Note that the optimal hedging portfolio (101) consists of the following two parts: 1 := ;( ) ;1 (e + e L)X (108) and 0 := ( ) ;1 (e + e L) e + e ] (109) and satis es = 1 + 0 :
The rst part 1 is the optimal solution of the homogeneous mean-variance hedging problem P 0 x (0) (that is the case of = 0 for the problem P 0 x ( )). The corresponding optimal wealth process X 0 1 1 is the solution to the following optimal closed system ( dX = X (r ; j j 2 ; ( e L)) dt ; ( + ( ) ;1 L dW)] 0 < t T
and is just the hedging num eraire. So, the hedging num eraire is just the state (wealth) transition process of the optimal closed system (111) from time 0, or it is just the fundamental solution of the optimal closed system (111).
To understand the quantity e , consider the BSDE satis ed by (K L) ( dK = f(2r ; j j 2 )K + 2 ( L) + K ;1 L I ; ( ) ;1 ]Lg dt + ( L dW) K(T) = 1 (112) with K := K ;1 and L := ;LK ;2 . It is the BSRDE for the following singular stochastic LQ problem (denoted by P 0 x ):
where X 0 x is the solution to the following stochastic di erential equation ( dX = X ;r d t ; ( dW)] + ( I ; ( ) ;1 ] dW) 0 t T X(0) = x 2 L 2 F (0 T R d ):
(114)
Its optimal control b has the following feedback form b = ;K ;1 LX = LK ;1 X:
The problem P 0 1 is just the so-called dual problem of the problem P 0 1 (0) in 12, 19] , and so the variance-optimal martingale measure is P de ned as dP := exp ; Z T 0 ( e dW) ; 1 2 Z T 0 j e j 2 dt dP: (116) P is an equivalent martingale measure.
Note that e has the following explicit formula:
Here, the notation E Ft stands for the expectation operator conditioning on the -algebra F t with respect to the probability P . The discounted e is just the integrand of the stochastic-integral-representation of the P -martingale fE Ft exp (; R T 0 r(s) ds) 0 t Tg (w.r.t. the P -martingale W + R 0 e d t ). As in Kohlmann and Zhou 18], again, the formula (104) has an interesting interpretation in terms of mathematical nance. The optimal hedging portfolio in (104) consists of the two components: (a) ( ) ;1 ~ |it may b e i n terpreted as the perfect hedging portfolio for the contingent c l a i m with the risk premium process~ (that is, under the variance-optimal martingale measure), (b) ( ) ;1 ( + L )(~ ; X)|it is a generalized Merton-type portfolio for a terminal utility function c(x) = x 2 (see Merton 22] ), which invests the capital (~ ; X) left over after ful lling the obligation from the perfect hedge under the variance-optimal martingale measure. 
The case of Markovian market conditions
In this case, the risk premium process f (t !) 0 t Tg reads (t !) = ( ) ;1 (t Y t ) (t Y t ) ; r(t Y t )e m ] 0 t T :
This context includes the stochastic volatility models usually studied in the literature (Hull and White 15], Stein and Stein 35], Heston 13] ). Under the above assumption, the Riccati equation (99) and the stochastic di erential equation (119) constitute a forward-backward stochastic di erential equation. De ne the function h as the generator of BSDE (99), that is h(t y z v) : = z(2r ; j j 2 )(t y) ; 2v (t y) ; z ;1 v ( ) ;1 (t y)v 8(t y v) 2 0 T ] R R d and z 6 = 0 :
Then, it is straightforward in the literature that the solution to the Riccati equation (99) can becharacterized by the parabolic partial di erential equation: 
The reader is referred to Peng 28 ], Pardoux and Peng 25] , and Pardoux and Tang 26] for details. where := ( 1 : : : n ) : So, the approximate price p(t) a t t i m e t for the contingent claim is given by p(t) = K ;1 (t) (t):
On a modi ed model
The optimal hedging portfolio (127) is rewritten as = ;( ) ;1 (e + e L)(X ; e ) ; e ]:
(130) and the pair ( e e ) solves the following BSDE: ( d e = fr e + ( e e ) + K ;1 (~ ; q)g dt + ( e dW) 0 t < T e (T ) = (131) with e := ; I ; ( ) ;1 ]LK ;1 :
The process e is just the approximate price process, and the BSDE (131) is the approximate pricing equation. Similarly as in Kohlmann and Zhou 18], the economic interpretation for the approximate pricing equation (131) can also be given.
